
WHO IS ON THE JRB?

The Juvenile Review Board are

professionals who work with or have 

worked with youth. Members include

high school and middle school vice-

principals, Resident State Troopers from

the Towns of Andover, Hebron,

Marlborough, Columbia, Parks &

Recreation Town staff, Department of

Child & Family Services Correctional

Officer, Special Education Services staff,

local counselors/therapists and AHM

Youth & Family Services staff. 

QUESTIONS TO REFLECT
ON BEFORE MEETING 
WITH THE JRB:

What happened?

What were you thinking in that moment?

How were you feeling?

Who else has been affected by this?

What can you do now to repair the harm?

And, please be on time!



During intake the JRB process is
explained and compared to the

Juvenile Court System. Family makes
decision how to proceed.

Referral given
back to Resident

State Trooper and
case is referred to

Juvenile Court.

Juvenile
Court

contacts
the

student/
family 

WHY CHOOSE A
DIVERSION ALTERNATIVE?

The purpose of the JRB is not to punish
the youth* for the poor decision. Rather,  
the JRB's goal is help the youth
understand the implications of their
actions to themselves, and to others in
their family and community. 

JRB accepts
case with 
diversions Unsuccessful

completion of
diversions

JRB
doesn't
accept

case

Family contracts
with AHM to have

case heard by
JRB.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE
OF THE JRB?

JRB PROCESS

Resident State Trooper of the town 

At a school for defiance of rules,

Parent for incorrigible behavior

Referral to the JRB is made by:

       in which the offense took place 

       truancy or school administrators

Upon receipt of the hardcopy referral
the AHM JRB Case Manager contacts 

the family to schedule the intake.

Family does not
contract with AHM

to have case
heard by JRB

People and relationships who were
violated
Needs and obligations of the youth
Having the youth be accountable for
their actions understanding the impact
and repairing harm
Parents, school, youth and JRB having a
direct role in the justice process
Youth working over a period of six
months to repair the harm and works
towards positive outcomes to make
amends and express remorse for the
poor decision 

Diversion focuses on: 

*refers to the young adult who was referred
to the Juvenile Review Board

WHAT HAPPENS DURING
THE JRB MEETING??

What happened?
What were you thinking in that moment?
How were you feeling?
Who else has been affected by this?
What can you do now to repair the
harm?

This meeting allows the JRB, youth and their
family to come together to talk about all
aspects of the referral and to get to know
the youth and family a bit better. Respect for
everyone involved and valuing opinions is
the foundation of the AHM JRB. 

The JRB focuses on educating the youth
about why the referral was made focusing
specifically about the poor decision.

The members of the JRB ask restorative
questions that allows the youth to self-
reflect on the poor decision:

The goal is for the youth to take
responsibility for the actions taken and
repair the harm caused. 

The JRB board decides whether the case is a
good fit or not.  If it is, then diversions/goals
are decided. Some examples are but not
limited to community service, writing an
essay, educational training and positive
youth activities. A contract is signed by the
youth and family agreeing to the
diversions/goals goals for a six month
period.  If not completed in the six months,
the case could be referred back to Juvenile
Court.

If the JRB decides the case is not a good fit it
may be referred to Juvenile Court. 

Completes
successfully

within six
months


